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Robert Hooke Finally Gets
His Due
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GobsMac’d
by Dov Lungu

by Stephen D. Snoblen

“Posterity has not been kind to Robert Hooke”. So begins They’ve come from all over the world. Men and women,
Mordechai Feingold in his contribution to Robert Hooke: tercentennial studies (2006). Although celebrated in the history
of science for the wonderful engravings of the very small in
his Micrographia (1665), recognised in biology for his introduction of the term “cell” to the study of life and known in
physics for his law of elasticity (“ut tensio, sic vis”; “as the extension, so the force”), these well-rehearsed achievements—as
great as they are—do not come close to capturing either the
breathtaking range of the man’s endeavours or the tremendous
energy with which he pursued them. Already in his own lifetime Robert Hooke (1635-1703), treated by some Fellows of
the Royal Society as more of a servant than a peer, toiled in
the shadows cast by more powerful men of natural philosophy,
including his one-time patron Robert Boyle and his eventual
nemesis Isaac Newton. The centuries following Hooke’s death
served to push his name into relative obscurity even while the
careers of other members of the Royal Society from his era
were championed and magnified in veritable hagiographies.
And when Hooke’s name was mentioned, it was often accompanied by derogations of his role in the history of science as
somehow secondary or “supportive” in nature. There has also
been something of a tendency to comment on his disagreeable physical appearance, add implicit judgments on his moral
weaknesses, emphasise his putative irascible nature or to focus
on his embitterment over Newton’s lack of public recognition
of him. History has not treated Hooke well.

young and old, small children and babies strapped to their
parents’ bodies. For some, this is their first visit. But for
others, it is an annual ritual. A human river springs from the
registration office of MacWorld 2008 only to flow into the
main exhibition building one block away. Winter is now five
hours behind me and I am dragging my suitcase under the
white-patched San Franciscan sky. The User Groups’ room
is on the second floor far from the main action. A session is
in progress, but the usher opens the door and Raines steps
out to greet me.

...continued on page 12

...continued on page 10

Back in 1984, Raines Cohen co-founded the famous Berkeley Macintosh User Group, or BMUG. Arguably the biggest
Mac user group ever, BMUG once reached a world-wide
membership of over 10,000 people, all eager to learn and
share the secrets of their beloved machines. But the mostly
Berkeley students who were running the club overextended
themselves. The foundations were shaken because the club
could not be all things to all people. The internet did the
rest. Today, depending on one’s point of view, BMUG is
either dead or reincarnated into a much smaller and paler
version of its former self.
We go straight to an exhibition hall the size of a hangar.
The new MacBook Air is the show-stopper. Two dozen exemplars are dangling overhead, suggesting that Air is lighter
than air. All around, a pastiche of colours is provided by the
many stands where vendors show, tell and sell Mac-related
products.
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Editorial
A Gender Gap in CSHPS-SCHPS?

Newsletter of the
Société canadienne d’histoire et de philosophie
des sciences/Canadian Society for the History
and Philosophy of Science

Vancouver 2008 was, no doubt, a resounding success
for CSHPS-SCHPS. Regrettably, your faithful coeditors missed the event. Ms. Lachapelle had more
important things on the go (a hearty congratulations
on the birth of Ariane Lachapelle-Poulin!), but I spent
my time doing a little counting. Admittedly, nothing
more sophisticated than what you’d find on an episode
of Sesame Street. But the results proved interesting
nonetheless.
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Please direct submissions and inquiries to Kenton
Kroker or Sofie Lachapelle, preferably by email (details below). Please note that submissions can be
sent in either official language. The editors are grateful to York University for assistance in printing and
mailing costs, and to the University of Guelph for
providing the necessary software.
Co-editors:
kenton kroker
STS program
York University
kkroker@yorku.ca
sofie lachapelle
Department of History
University of Guelph
slachap@uoguelph.ca

CSHPS-SCHPS Executive:
President: Richard Arthur (McMaster)
Past-President: Gordon McOuat (Kings)
First Vice-President: Keith Benson (UBC)
Second Vice-President and Coresponding
Secretary: Joan Steigerwald (York)
Secretary-Tresurer: Andrew Ede (SFU)

Given the high levels of leadership women have
provided to our society (never mind our newsletter),
I wanted to find out whether this same degree of
participation could be found at the rank and file of
our organization. How well, for example, were women
represented in our 2007 conference in Saskatoon?
So I counted (cue purple makeup, black cape, and
Transylvanian accent) the names of the presenters as
either male or female. Excluding chairs, commentators,
and keynote speakers, it turned out that just over 1/3
of the 65 presenters in the regular sessions were
women.
Crude as it is, this statistic seems to belong more to
the 1970s than to the 21st century. So how do we
measure up against our counterparts in the US and
the UK? Applying the same technique (replete with
all the same biases) to data available on-line, I found
that the History of Science Society’s 2007 meeting in
Arlington, VA, looked pretty much the same. Of the
319 regular presenters, 127 (40%) were women. But
things were radically different in the UK, where half of
the 95 presenters at the British Society for the History
of Science meeting in Manchester were women.
So CSHPS-SCHPS seems to have had a low ratio
of women to men presenters in 2007. Is this really
a concern? After all, if just 10 of the presenters in
Saskatoon had been women rather than men, things
would have looked the same as the BSHS meeting
that year. Perhaps things were closer to equal at York
in 2006. Or at UBC in 2008. Maybe the BSHS was
overwhelmingly male three years back.
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But what if this isn’t an anomaly? Does a 2:1 male to
female ratio accurately represent what we see in our
courses? Among our colleagues? On our bookshelves?
There is no glass ceiling at CSHPS-SCHPS. But what
if, for women, our floor is less platform than sieve?
Do women STS-HPS scholars tend to slip out of our
society? And if they do, how, when, and why does it
happen?
Questions like these are quite obviously tied to larger
questions of inclusivity and diversity in STS-HPS.
Open and frank discussion of such issues – perhaps as
a roundtable at Ottawa in 2009, or in some other format
– can only serve to strengthen our organization.
Kenton Kroker
* * * * *

SCHPS-CSHPS Executive Meeting
Vancouver, June 2008
-minutes1. Approval of Agenda
GM/AE passed
2. Minutes of last meeting (see page 4)
RA/GM passed
3. President’s Report (see page 6)
GM/AE passed
4. Treasurer’s Report (see page 8)
GM/RA passed
5. Secretary’s Report (see page 6)
RA/GM passed
6. Communiqué Report (see page 7)
AE/GM passed

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT FOR CSHPSSCHPS MEMBERSHIPS NOW AVAILABLE

7. Nominating Committee’s Report (see page 9)
RA/AE passed

SCHPS-CSHPS will be offering electronic
membership and renewal for 2008 starting in January.
The payment site can be reached through the CSHPS
website and will accept major credit cards through
PayPal. This is a trial, and we will continue to accept
payment by cheque. Members will receive renewal
notices with this information in December or early
January.

8. Conference Program Committee Report
Accepted
9. Hadden Book Prize Committee Report
RA – Ryan Samaroo, Roger Stanner
10. Constitution Sub-Committee Report
– no business
11. Web site Sub-Committee Report
– thanks to Alison Li.

PAIEMENT
ÉLECTRONIQUE
DES
AHDÉSIONS
POUR
CSHPS-SCHPS
MAINTENANT DISPONIBLE
SCHPS-CSHPS offrira l’ahdésion et le renouvellement
électronique pour 2008 à partir de janvier. Le site de
paiement sera accessible par le site web de la SCHPS
et acceptera les cartes de crédit par le système
PayPal. Il s’agit d’un essai, et nous allons continuer
d’accepter les paiements par chèque. Les membres
recevront un avertissement avec cette information
en décembre ou début janvier.

12. Other business
– Comment of Situating Science Cluster
– 400th astronomical year – Trial of Galileo
AG/RA move adjournment
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Annual General Meeting
Saskatoon 2007
- minutes 1. Approval of Agenda
Okruhlik, Kroker. Passed.
2. Minutes of last meeting
Okruhlik, Kroker. Passed.

SSHRC report – read into record: statistics SRG success
rates 2007 varied because of changes in funding rules. 4A
rules changed. 2534 applications 847 funded average success
33.2% History 35% Phil 32%.
Note the history and philosophy not the only committees
funding science-oriented SSHRC
Note that interdisciplinary committee may be dead ending
some applications as not being interdisciplinary enough.
Note that SSHRC is looking for committee members. A
good opportunity to see process.

3. President’s Report
Thanks to program committee and local arrangements. Note
that international reputation is very high, our International
Union rep. on Council. We have consulted with NSRC. We
have participated in major SSHRC Cluster grant – awarded
2.1 million plus 1.8+/- million in other funding. Waiting
for Minister of Industry for announcement to go public.
Note that the Cluster goes beyond CSHPS, but objective
is to establish a stable institutional foundation for the
humanistic studies of science. However, there have been
internal problems, particularly a static membership. Despite
letter compaign, few new members. Advisor Council met
and considered new ideas for membership drive.

General thanks to Gordon for his work.

1. 2nd VP to become Corresponding Sec. and head
membership committee
2. Poster for circulation
3. Encourage senior people to bring in students
4. est. education position
5. Outreach – encourage other groups to set aside money
for humanistic studies of science (IHR/NSCR etc.)
Publish proceedings, perhaps joint with Scientia canadensis
Proposal for meeting with cognate groups (CHA, CPA,
etc.) to
Note about the next 3S in England
Note from A. Li about web site. List serve is limited to
members, but there are spam blocking issues.

6. Communiqué Report
Presented by. K. Kroker. Revised look, inclusion of
membership form. C in good shape, but need content from
members. Bill is planning to retire. Thanks for his work. S.
Lachapelle has agreed to co-editor.
Question about time for submissions. Anytime is fine.

Chakravartty –Cormack s. Motion to allow an opt-in and
opt-out for list serve including non-members.
Note about problem of updating membership for list
serve.
Passed.
Question about Cluster being used to build bridges with
cognate groups.
Respond that Cluster must maintain its scholarly function,
but can still be useful.
Note that other groups such as Teachers of Technical
Writing and other STS-oriented groups are around.

4. Treasurer’s Report
Submitted
Okruhlik, s. Cormack.
Accepted
5. Secretary’s Report
Submitted
Chakravarrty s. Okruhlik.
Accepted

7. Nominating Committee’s Report
Submitted. L.Cormack presenting.
Cormack moves acceptance of slate for Executive.
Accepted.
Advisory Board slate accepted.
Programme Committee slate accepted.
Local Arrangements accepted.
Nominating Committee slate plus G. McOuat accepted.
8. Conference Program Committee Report
J. Steigerwald presented. 67 of 83 submitted papers accepted
(7 cancellations). Concern about short time between
deadline and program creation. Note that room allocation
may also delay scheduling. Note that soliciting papers has
been useful.
Moved thanks to Committee.
9. Hadden Book Prize Committee Report
J. Steigerwald present. Martha Harris the winner.
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10. Other business
1. To attach role of Corresponding Secretary and Chair of
Membership Committee to the position of 2nd VP.
Move by executive. Accepted.
2. Research ethics committee presentation.
3. Fed presentation. SSHRC has president – SSHRC got
more money, but some new rules. Concern about differential
between humanities/sciences/engineering support for
students, esp. post docs. New money for digital materials.
Grants to journals to go electronic, open access. Open
access is high on agenda, SSHRC changed criteria for journal
open access funding to encourage move to oa. New oa
committee has moved to promotion. Copyright legislation
at standstill, has not adopted 70 year rule. Concern about

educational exception. Fed has changed focus of equity
issues to expand beyond women to include other groups.
Note that only 2 societies has statements on ethics, inviting
other societies to use or adopt such statement. New work
on plagiarism, working towards policy. Increase in subsidy
for books ($8000). 850 books subsidized. Work to use oa
for out of print subsidized books. There is some resistance
from U presses. Comments on Congress – next year UBC,
CSHPS dates June 2-4.
Question about Canadian presses using most restictive
copyright rules (US), rather than Canadian so they can
market into US. Comment that scholars should resist
wholesale transfer of rights to journals.
Note that photographs of CSHPS would be good.
Ad. Moved. Abraham

Ryan Samaroo (l) received the 2008 Hadden Prize for his presentation “Can Carnap’s conventionalism be attributed to Poincaré and, if so, how?” Congratulations, Ryan! “Undoubtedly clear & original,” says CSHPS-SCHPS
President Richard Arthur (r). Congratulations also to runner-up Roger Stanev, for his presentation “HIV/AIDS
activism and the challenges in designing and monitoring clinically relevant trials.”
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2008 President’s Report
1. Membership Campaign
For the campaign, Sofie Lachapelle made a terrific poster.
Joan Steigerwald provided the copy and made sure it
was mailed out across the country. I made a new official
letterhead and letter to go along with it. Meanwhile, Kenton
Kroker suggested we get our own web domain and include
that, which Alison Li quickly made happen bilingually: we
now have both www.cshps.ca and www.schps.ca.
Last but not least, Andrew took charge of electronic
payment, and with Alison’s help quickly set up a means to
pay memberships through PayPal.

as we all pursue). No luck here yet, although I have opened
up a useful dialogue on this issue with Noreen Golfman,
President of FedCan, and she has had some success getting
the ear of Senate. I shall continue these lobbying efforts
on the part of CSHPS-SCHPS (and, it should be added, on
the part of CSHPM, CSHM and CSTHA, since I represent
all four societies in this regard as head of the paper-only
Canadian National Committee).
3. Other Business
Anticipating various personnel changes and planning for next
year, as will come up in the reports of other committees.
Respectfully,
Richard T. W. Arthur

As will be seen from the Secretary’s Report, as a result of
these efforts (as well as an influx of CSHPMers) membership
is up to 139 (and counting) from 103 last year.

2008 Secretary’s Report

Fedcan also did their bit to put us on the map, giving us
a link on their association finder list at www.fedcan.ca/
associationfinder

Membership
Membership is up from last year. Our membership initiatives
are working, but we should be aiming for a membership
closer to 150, given the number of people currently working
or studying in the HPS field.

2. IUHPS
The annual task of submitting forms to the National
Research Council in Ottawa in order to continue to get funds
to send Canadian delegates to international conferences was
altered this year. Instead, a very considerable questionnaire
had to be completed, justifying how we were satisfying
the four federal priorities in science and technology (see
my editorial in Communiqué no. 69). I subsequently raised
the issue with the President of SSHRC whether SSHRC
had its own policy for science and technology, outlining a
humanities and social sciences approach to science (such

Membership category
Regular
Student
Retired/Partially employed
Regular + affiliated
CSHPM
CSHPM affiliated
Special (CFHSS)
Total

Number
59
33
6
6
21
1
1261

cf. 103 (2007); 68 (2006); 98 (2005); 117 (2004)
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Grants
We have received a travel grant from SSHRC in the amount
of $3445.00 to cover the cost of travel to the Congress.

Our intrepid local organizer, Alan Richardson, enjoying the fruits of his labours at the Drake Lecture

Electronic registration
Electronic membership went active through PayPal in
December. It has proved to be very useful and at the
current level of use seems to be worth the transaction fee
of between $1.27 and $1.57 per membership (depending on
class). A slightly expanded form will be added for the next
membership period. I would like to thank Alison Li for her
help setting up the system.
Respectfully,
Andrew Ede
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2008 Communiqué Annual Report
Our goal for the past year has been a simple one: to use
Communiqué to increase and enhance communication among
the CSHPS-SCHPS membership throughout the year. To
this end, we’ve introduced a number of changes:
1. An editorial column, meant to provoke discussion
regarding issues of direct interest to our society and/or
HPS-STS in Canada. We hope to publish an editorial in
every issue. Proposals for future ‘guest’ editorial columns
are welcome from all CSHPS-SCHPS members. Thus far,
we have published two editorials written by the co-editors
(nos. 67 & 68), and one from our President (no. 69).
2. More member-generated content, including book
reviews, brief descriptions of HPS-STS meetings in Canada
and abroad, and expanded member research updates and
profiles. Look for extended coverage in this area (with
photographs!) in future issues. Again, contributions are
always welcome.
3. Improved coverage of web-based resources in HPSSTS.
4. A new 8.5” x 11” format. This has been the industry
standard in print newsletters for some time, and we are
pleased to finally catch up to the rest of the world on this
point. We hope members agree that the look is far superior
to the old booklet format (charming though it was).
Ours began with no. 68 (Autumn 2007), and no. 69 was
the first time we have used this format for the abstracts
and program for our annual meeting. We’re still working
on various improvements, which include using paper with
a higher recycled content and a system of envelope-less
mailing. Suggestions are, of course, welcome.
We have also continued to work with the CSHPS-SCHPS
executive to maintain and increase membership through our
suggestions regarding the mailing list, website, and other
communication-based issues (such as working with the
local arrangements committee to get practical information
about the congress venue printed in each Spring issue of
Communiqué).
We would like to once again thank York University’s
Division of Natural Science for supporting the printing
and distribution of Communiqué, and Guelph University for
supplying the requisite software. One final note: Kenton
Kroker will be stepping down as co-editor following the
Ottawa congress (no. 72 - Spring 2009 - will be his last

issue). We look forward to finding another member to help
Sofie Lachapelle manage and co-edit Communiqué.
Respectfully,
Kenton Kroker
Sofie Lachapelle

Communiqué Rapport annuel 2008
Notre objectif au cours de la dernière année a été
fort simple : utiliser Communiqué pour augmenter et
améliorer la communication entre les membres de la
CSHPS-SCHPS. Pour ce faire, nous avons apporté un
certain nombre de changements :
1. L’ajout d’un éditorial visant à provoquer des
discussions sur des sujets d’intérêt pour notre société
et/ou les HPS-STS au Canada. Nous avons l’intention
de publier un éditorial dans chaque numéro. Nous
accueillerons avec plaisir les propositions d’éditoriaux
de tous les membres de la CSHPS-SCHPS. Jusqu’à
présent, nous avons publié deux éditoriaux des
coéditeurs (numéros 67 et 68) et un de notre président
(n° 69).
2. Plus de contenu produit par les membres, incluant des
critiques de livres, de brèves descriptions des rencontres
des HPS-STS ayant lieu au Canada ou ailleurs ainsi que
des sommaires et des mises à jour des recherches des
membres. Il y aura une couverture élargie de ces sujets
(avec des photos!) dans les prochains numéros. Là
encore les contributions sont toujours les bienvenues.
3. Une meilleure couverture des ressources disponibles
sur le web pour les HPS-STS.
4. Une nouvelle présentation 8,5” x 11”. C’est le
standard adopté pour les bulletins imprimés depuis
un certain temps. Nous sommes fiers de rattraper le
peloton. Nous espérons que les membres jugeront son
apparence supérieure à celle de l’ancienne présentation
de type brochure, qui du reste ne manquait pas de
charme. Le n° 68 (automne 2007) a marqué le premier
numéro de cette présentation. Dans le n° 69, nous
l’avons utilisé pour la première fois pour les résumés
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et le programme de notre rencontre annuelle. Nous
travaillons toujours à des améliorations, notammment
à l’utilisation de papier recyclé et à un système
d’expédition reposant moins sur le courrier. Vos
suggestions sont évidemment les bienvenues.
Nous avons également continué de travailler avec le
bureau de direction de la CSHPS-SCHPS pour fidéliser
les membres et encourager les apports nouveaux grâce
à vos suggestions en ce qui a trait à la liste d’envoi,
au site web et aux autres moyens de communication
(par exemple, obtenir la collaboration du comité local
d’organisation pour diffuser des informations pratiques
sur le congrès dans le numéro de Communiqué du
printemps).
Nous tenons à remercier encore une fois la York
University’s Division of Natural Science pour
son soutien pour l’impression et la distribution de
Communiqué ainsi que la University of Guelph pour
l’achat du logiciel que nous utilisons. Un mot avant de
terminer : Kenton Kroker ne sera plus coéditeur après
le congrès d’Ottawa (le n° 72 - printemps 2009 - sera
son dernier numéro).
Nous sommes à la recherche d’un autre membre pour
aider Sofie Lachapelle à continuer d’assurer la coédition
de Communiqué.
Kenton Kroker
Sofie Lachapellee

Financial Statement
5 May 2007 - 5 May 2008
Opening Balance

17201.33

Credits
Membership Dues
SSHRC travel grant
Sub Total

3025.00
3445.00
6470.00

Total
			
Debits
Travel reimbursement
Office supplies and printing
Banquet overrun
CFHSS Dues
Poster printing
Drake Lecturer
President travel
Banquet deposit
Bank service charges
PayPal service charges
Total Debits

23671.33

3000.00
331.08
310.23
768.00
410.35
1733.25
386.74
500.00
310.24
45.87
7795.76

Net
5-Year Running Balance
29 May 2003
8 May 2004
5 May 2005
5 May 2006
5 May 2007

15875.57

8123.43
10143.96
22995.87
24081.94
17201.33
Andrew Ede
Secretary-Treasurer

Michael Friedman makes a point at this year’s Stillman Drake Lecture
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2008 Program Committee Report

2008 Nominating Committee Report

Attached are the stats. As you will see there are very few!
We certainly received more abstracts this year than last
year, however I do not have an exact number with me.
I should mention that we basically accepted as many
abstracts as possible: the number was determined by
the number of slots we had. But, and it is an important
‘but’, some abstracts would not have made it even if
we had had enough room. So, there was a selection,
nonetheless. But we basically had enough to fill the
schedule and had to reject some because there was no
more room available.

Katharine Anderson (Humanities/STS, York) has
agreed to serve on the Nominating Committee, starting
in 2008. Gordon McOuat (History of Science, King’s)
will continue on through 2009. The term of Jim
Brown and Ernie Hamm ended in 2008.

Abstracts
Sessions
Hadden
papers

Received
92
5
11

Accepted
73
4

%
80
90

Hadden Prize
Winner: Ryan Samaroo (Western Ontario) for “Can
Carnap’s Conventionalism be attributed to Poincaré
and, if so, how?”
First runner up: Roger Stanev (UBC) for “HIV/
AIDS Activism and the Challenges in Designing and
Monitoring Clinically Relevant Trials.”
They have been informed (provided they read their
e-mails...).
I want to thank Ian and Tara for their help in the whole
process and I want to thank you for your help as a
member of the Hadden Prize Committee. Also I want
to thank Alan Richardson for his excellent work as a
local organizer.
Respectfully,
Jean-Pierre Marquis

We have been unable to find a philosopher to serve
on the Program Committee (this is a 2 year term)
starting in 2008, and recommend that the Executive
appoint a philosopher to serve in this position. The
two continuing members of the Program Committee
are Tara Abraham (History, Guelph) and Ian Stewart
(History of Science and Technology, King’s). JeanPierre Marquis’s term ended in 2008.
Communiqué will continue to be co-edited by Kenton
Kroker (STS, York) and Sofie Lachapelle, (History,
Guelph) through 2009. Sofie is willing to continue in
this position and Aryn Martin (Sociology, York), has
agreed, tentatively, to begin in 2009. So while it was
too early to vote on this position at this year’s meeting,
the Nominating Committee strongly advises that Aryn
be put for as co-editor in 2009. Kenton has agreed to
show her what is involved in the job and pass on his
experience, which will be a great benefit to everyone.
Also, there is a great advantage in keeping York
University involved, as it is willing to pay the publication
and mailing costs (around $1000 per year—a huge sum
for our small society).
Keith Benson will continue to serve as First VicePresident, but has notified the Executive that he will
be taking early retirement in 2009 and does not wish
to continue on the take up the Presidency of CSHPS.
Joan Steigerwald, the Second Vice-President, does not
wish to move up to the Presidency in 2010. The new
nominating committee will need to consider the First
Vice-Presidency as it prepares the slate for 2009.
The Executive will need to find a local arrangements
person for the 2009 meeting at Carleton.
Finally, we recommend that the new Nominating
Committee try to have the slate of candidates prepared
30 days in advance of the Annual Meeting, as required
by the CSHPS constitution.
Respectfully,
Ernie Hamm
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...from page 1

At the very centre of the hall, there is a reserved sitting
area furnished – oh, how passé! – 2001: Space Odysseystyle. Inside the enclosure, a few people looking their
Macs in the eye are typing furiously. “This is the
bloggers’ lounge,” explains Raines, adding that “twenty
years ago it was the user groups that got this space and
the VIP treatment.”
As promised, Raines begins his hunt for former
BMUGers. There are many around today and he’s getting
hold of quite a few. When introduced as a historian
from Toronto interested in BMUG’s past, people seem
intrigued but hardly surprised. Only a few days before,
a foreign film-making team interviewed many of them
for a soon-to-be-released movie called MacHEADS.
For a few moments, my new acquaintances fondly
remember the 1980s, but their anecdotes are drowned
in the brouhaha. I uneasily confess to one of them
that in the late 80s I couldn’t conceive of using a Mac.
An astonished “You once held an IBM employee
number?!” is promptly followed by “That’s OK, we all
make mistakes.” I receive the mandatory business card
and a promise of a proper interview – perhaps over
Skype?
Later that night, Raines and I, with my suitcase in tow,
set out for a Mac-party crawl. Exuberant MacWorld
veterans spot each other across the room at every
bar. I am now introduced as a “sociologist” from
Toronto, but the disciplinary shift does little to slow
down the stream of business cards coming my way.
We finally end up at a more subdued après-conference
sit-down Chinese dinner party where all talk is “Mac”
and “Steve.” The MC draws everyone into a Mac quiz
that quickly gets personal. Some become embarrassed
when asked whether they have two Macs. “Who’s got
5? Who’s got 6?” It is only at 10 that the audience
recovers its poise. The winner is the proud owner of
23 Macs – his prize, a heap of Mac paraphernalia.
Consolation prizes: Mac T-shirts tossed from the stage
into a sea of stretched arms.
The next day I take part in one of the many unofficial
events that parallel the main conference – an
“unconference” hosted by CNET, the independent
media company now owned by CBS. Two “I am a
Mac” types from Britain and Germany demo their

latest products. It’s all that simple. I’m asked about my
impressions of MacWorld. I tread carefully. I wish I
hadn’t left my Guide to the Basics of Diplomacy at
home. We then take local transit (BART) under the Bay
all the way to Berkeley for a public debate on Religion
and Computers. As we arrive late, it is not quite clear
to me who the speakers are and what they’re trying
to say. One of them seems to suggest that God is on
Mac’s side. Or is it the other way around? It’s time for
refreshments. “Oh, yes, you must be the anthropologist
from Toronto...”
Dov Lungu has recently acquired two vintage Macs and a new
MacBook. He plans to attend MacWorld 2009.
* * * * *

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHM Book Reviews Editor
The editors of Social History of Medicine are seeking
a book reviews editor following the retirement of Jim
Mills from the post. Anyone who feels that they might be
interested in this job should contact the journal editors,
Bill Luckin (B.Luckin@bolton.ac.uk) and Brian Dolan
(DolanB@dahsm.ucsf.edu), at the earliest opportunity,
including details of their relevant experience. Financial
support for administrative assistance is available, with
further details provided upon request.
Dissertation titles on-line
The most recent list of doctoral dissertations
pertaining to the history of science & medicine can
be found at www.hsls.pitt.edu/guides/histmed/
researchresources/dissertations/index_html
Science Studies Network
An on-line Science Studies Network, recently set up
for anyone interested in the history and philosophy of
science, science and technology studies, medical history
and ethics, etc. can be joined on Facebook. There are
also links to podcasts and discussions on STS themes.
On your Facebook homepage, click on ‘groups’ and
search for ‘UW Science Studies Network’. When it
appears on the screen, simply click ‘join group’.
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BSHS Outreach and Education mailing list
A mailing list, BSHS-OEC-NEWS@jiscmail.ac.uk,
has been set up for those interested in hearing the
latest news about the activites of the British Society
for the History of Science Outreach and Education
Committee.
Paul Bunge Prize 2009
(History of Scientific Instruments)
The German Chemical Society (Gesellschaft Deutscher
Chemiker) extends an international invitation for
applications for the Paul Bunge Prize 2009, awarded
by the Hans R. Jenemann Foundation, which is
administered by the German Chemical Society and
the German Bunsen Society for Physical Chemistry
(Deutsche Bunsen-Gesellschaft für Physikalische
Chemie).
The prize is 7,500 euro and honours outstanding
publications in German, English or French in all fields
on the history of scientific instruments. In addition to
the scientific work, applications should also include a
curriculum vitae and a list of publications.
Deadline: 30 September 2008.
Please submit your applications/nominations to:
Barbara Köhler (b.koehler@gdch.de)
EASTS Jounal on-line
East Asian Science, Technology, and Society: An
International Journal, Issue 2, with a special issue on
Colonial Sciences in Former Japan’s Imperial
Universities is online with open access in the following
website: http://www.springerlink.com/content/l5l66
kk05872/?p=4258485868e84645b29384f1b750d9fb&
pi=0
Studentship in the History of Public Health in
Modern South Asia
The History Department and the Centre for the
History of Medicine at the University of Warwick
invite applications for a 3-year PhD studentship to
investigate an aspect of public health in modern South
Asia. This PhD will be supervised by Dr Sarah Hodges
and is funded by a Wellcome Trust Strategic Award.
Further details about the Department of History at

the University of Warwick may be found at www2.
warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/
To be considered for the award, candidates should
contact Dr Sarah Hodges (s.hodges@warwick.ac.uk).
Deadline 4 August 2008.
Master «Etudes Sociales des Sciences et des
Technologies» Strasbourg
Les inscriptions pour le Master «Etudes Sociales des
Sciences et des Technologies», proposé par l’Université
Louis Pasteur à Strasbourg, France sont ouvertes.
Préinscription obligatoire par internet à l’adresse:
https://aria.u-strasbg.fr/globale/
Research Fellowship
The Clayman Institute for Gender Research at Stanford University invites applications for residential fellowships for the academic year 2009-2010. Fellowships
are offered in a number of interdisciplinary areas, including “Gendered Innovations in Knowledge.”
Fellows must be in residence at the Clayman Institute
for the duration of their fellowship. Fellowship stipends range from $36,000 for postdoctoral scholars to
$60,000 for senior faculty. Applications for one, two or
three quarters will be considered.
Complete applications are to be received in our office
by 4:00pm (PST) on Wednesday, October 15, 2008.
To apply and for further information, please visit the
Clayman Institute website at http://gender.stanford.
edu
AHA Membership Statistics
New report from American Historical Association on
the makeup of its membership indicates that AfricanAmerican, Cultural, Gender, and Religious history are
up, while Diplomatic, Intellectual, Military, Political,
Social, Science & Technology, Social, and Women’s
history are down. See http://blog.historians.org/
news/530/a-quick-checkup-on-aha-membership
Psychology of Science
A new “Psychology of Science” society has formed in
the US. See www.psychologyofscience.org/
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The Resurrectionists
The New York Academy of Medicine Library is pleased
to announce a new online collection, “The Resurrectionists” at http://nyam.org/library/pages/historical_collections_resurrectionists. It provides hundreds
of searchable page images from a unique collection
of broadsides, ballads, pamphlets, prints, and more,
concerning the notorious murderers William Burke
and William Hare. Burke and Hare were brought to
justice in 1832 for supplying suspiciously fresh cadavers to Doctor Robert Knox, an instructor at Edinburgh’s largest private anatomy school.

CALLS FOR PAPERS
Scientia Canadensis
Scientia Canadensis is seeking submissions for a special issue about “Health and Technicity.” We invite
all interested authors to contact Julien Prud’homme
(scientia@uqam.ca), guest editor for the special issue
as soon as possible, and to submit a short proposition
of paper (from 100 to 500 words) for 1 November
2008.
2008 Film & History Conference
30 October-2 November 2008, Chicago
www.filmandhistory.org
Updated Call for Papers in “Women in the Sciences”
Area and “Scientific Icons” Area. Deadline 1 August
2008.

University of Athens, and the Department of Philosophy, University of Chicago. Held at the University of
Athens, Panepistemiou 30, Athens, Greece. Participation is free. To register, please contact Vasso Kindi at
vkindi@phs.uoa.gr.
Manufactured Animals
“�����������������������������������������������
The Health and Welfare of the Manufactured Animal,” a workshop held at Manchester, 19 September
2008. See http://www.chstm.manchester.ac.uk/newsandevents/conferences/manufacturedanimal/
Embodied Knowledge & Bodies of Knowledge
On 15 August 2008, HAPSAT (the Institute for the
History and Philosophy of Science and Technology’s
Graduate Student Society at the University of Toronto) will host its fourth annual one-day conference. See
http://embodiedknowledge.wordpress.com/
History and the Healthy Population
“History and the Healthy Population: Society, Government, Health and Medicine” will be held at Glasgow,
3-5 September 2008. Provisional program at: http://
www.sshm.org/confs.html
T2M conference
The Canada Science and Technology Museum will be
hosting the T2M conference (International Association for the History of Transport, Traffic and Mobility) from 18-21 September 2008. There will be several
noted speakers including the keynote speaker Thomas
Homer-Dixon as well as Tom McCarthy and Philip V.
Scarpino. See www.sciencetech.technomuses.ca/ftp/
T2M_conference_information_17Apr2008.pdf

CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS
ISSEI Conference
The International Conference of ISSEI will be held in
cooperation with the University of Helsinki, 28 July 28
to 2 August 2008 on the theme of “Language and the
Scientific Imagination.” Details at http://issei2008.
haifa.ac.il/
Kuhn’s Structures
“T.S. Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions:
Impact, Relevance and Open Issues” organized by
the Department of Philosophy & History of Science,

...from page 1

Ellen Tan Drake sums up the situation neatly in her
essay in Robert Hooke: tercentennial studies, drawing attention to the common comparison between Newton and
Hooke: “We forgive Newton’s character defects, which
were plentiful and often injurious to others, because
of the magnificent Principia. Newton is pictured as a
godlike heroic figure in the literature, even in poetry
and especially children’s books, perpetuated by such
powerful and magical legends as the apple legend.
Hooke is usually represented by later writers with all
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his warts and human foibles and is hardly mentioned
in children’s books.”
For Hooke there was to be no mythic metaphor, no
memorable couplet from Pope, no celebratory iconography, no medallions struck to immortalise his silhouette, no extended praise in prose from the French
philosophes and certainly no positive introduction to
impressionable minds in the form of juvenile literature. Hooke is an experimental philosopher who received little respect.
While a gradually increasing number of papers and
books treating aspects of Hooke’s contributions in
the history of science appeared throughout the twentieth century (the most notable of these—appearing
in 1989, emanating from the first academic conference
on Hooke and helping to signal a change in scholarly
attitudes towards him—is Robert Hooke: new studies, edited by Michael Hunter and Simon Schaffer), sharpening and refining our understanding of his life and
career, the impetus created by the three hundredthanniversary of his death brought Hooke onto centre
stage for the first time. The tercentenary year saw the
holding of a series of events at various well-chosen locations in England for scholars and the general public.
Three academic conferences were held to commemorate the tercentenary, each resulting in a publication.
New biographies appeared. On 28 February 2003, a
few days before the anniversary of Hooke’s death on
3 March, the BBC aired a documentary cleverly entitled Robert Hooke: victim of genius? A play about Hooke
was staged. Interviews were conducted on radio. The
newspapers ran stories about Hooke and the unfairness of his marginalisation. What is more, permanent
public monuments were also planned. On 3 March
2005 a memorial tablet bearing Hooke’s name in the
floor of Westminster Abbey was unveiled by the Dean
of Westminster (Hooke’s body was disinterred during repair work to a church in the nineteenth century
and ended up in a pauper’s grave). The Lord Mayor
of London opened the redeveloped area around the
Monument to the Great Fire on 31 January 2007 and
nearby the Monument one can now see a commemorative flagstone highlighting some of Hooke’s achievements. An additional sign that Hooke has “arrived”
came in the July 2007 publication of Michael Burgan,

Allan Chapman and Rosemary Palmer’s Robert Hooke:
natural philosopher and scientific explorer—a book written
expressly for children. The focus on Hooke created by
the tercentenary year and the associated quickening of
scholarly activity has in turn completed the process of
rescuing Hooke from both obscurity and ignominy in
the history of science.
The capstone came in 2006. The first half of this
year saw the unexpected discovery and recovery of
Hooke’s 520-page manuscript folio, followed by its
rapid transcription and digitisation (it appeared online
in October 2007). Brought to the attention of an auction-house valuer in January 2006, the folio had been
shelved in a Hampshire country house cupboard for
decades. An analysis of the document revealed it to
be a series of Hooke’s extracts from the Royal Society
journal books followed by less formal notes written
by Hooke during his tenure as Secretary of the Royal
Society (1678-1683). Not only does this collection of
papers fill in a gap in the early records of the Royal
Society, but they supply historians with Hooke’s own
personal (and sometimes acerbic) commentary on the
activities of the Society in the late seventeenth century,
opening a window on interpersonal dynamics amongst
Fellows and much else. As Robyn Adams and Lisa Jardine summarise with no risk of exaggeration: “It was
one of those discoveries that historians of science
dream of ” (Adams and Jardine, “The return of the
Hooke folio”, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of
London 60 [2006]: 235-239). Thanks to Jardine bringing
this discovery to the attention of the Royal Society in
the month of its discovery, a campaign was launched
to raise funds to buy the invaluable document for the
Society before 28 March 2006, when it was due to be
sold by auction at Bonhams and possibly disappear
once again into a private hands. A series of donors
(most notably the Wellcome Trust) stepped forward
and, at the eleventh hour, the folio was secured for the
Royal Society—surely its proper home. In a timely and
fortuitous way, the discovery of the Hooke Folio has
added new knowledge to the new scholarship.
Three notable biographies of Hooke penned by scholars were published around the time of the tercentenary. The first of these is Stephen Inwood’s comprehensive, 506-page The man who knew too much: the strange
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and inventive world of Robert Hooke, 1635-1703 (2002).
Another edition of this book was later released with
the title, The forgotten genius: the biography of Robert Hooke
1635-1703. The twenty-six chapters of this biography
follow Hooke’s life in chronological fashion and there
are few aspects of his career that are left untouched by
Inwood, the author of A history of London (1999). Inwood’s work was followed by Lisa Jardine’s study The
curious life of Robert Hooke: the man who measured London
(2003); at 434 pages, it approaches Inwood’s in size
and scope, although its contents are organised into
much longer chapters. Jardine’s is a contextual and
more personal portrayal of Hooke. She notes in her
preface that the volume is meant to “sit alongside” her
earlier biography of Christopher Wren, On a grander
scale: the outstanding career of Sir Christopher Wren (2002).
The third biography is Oxford historian Allan Chapman’s 346-page England’s Leonardo: Robert Hooke and
the seventeenth-century Scientific Revolution (2005). Of the
three, Chapman’s is the most sober and traditional in
tone. Those by Inwood and Jardine appeared quickly
in paperback and were evidently aimed to a greater extent at a popular audience. All three books are made
more valuable through illustrations, with Jardine’s volume by far the most richly illustrated, with lush colour
plates as well as numerous in-text pictures. All three
are also well-documented and will serve historians of
science well for many years to come.
A long-standing disappointment for Hooke scholars
has been the lack of a portrait of the man—a problem
particularly acute for the biographer. As Jardine puts it,
“[i]t is hard to build a relationship with a man of whom
no known physical image survives” (p. 15). A persistent but unsubstantiated rumour has it that Newton,
shortly after becoming president of the Royal Society
in 1703, destroyed a painting of Hooke that had hung
at Greshem College. Whatever the reason, Hooke has
long been without a portrait. In her biography, Jardine
announces that she has recovered an authentic seventeenth-century portrait of Hooke. She recounts that
“[w]hile researching for this biography I found what I
was looking for” (p. 17). She identified a painting long
thought to be of John Ray in London’s Natural History Museum to be of Hooke and has also attributed the
work to Mary Beale. This painting appears in Jardine’s
biography in full colour, complete with the inscription

“I. Ray” in its upper right-hand corner. Given that the
evidence for her identification is circumstantial and
that it falls far short of absolute proof, some may find
her claims for the painting in question a little bit incautious (the paperback edition has the portrait emblazoned on the spine). On the other hand, if true it
would be a salutary discovery. Chapman has dissented
from Jardine’s claim, and includes a seven-page appendix in his biography critiquing her arguments. He
also discusses the merits of three modern attempts at
producing a portrait of Hooke, all based on surviving
contemporary descriptions of the man. These three
(one derived in part from another) appear as plates
in Chapman’s biography. As interesting an exercise as
producing a portrait of a man dead for three centuries
may be, the reconstructions must be recognised for
what they are: artists’ impressions. Unless more substantial evidence appears, we must conclude that in all
likelihood we are still without a portrait of Hooke.
Although not strictly a biography, and despite its title,
Michael Cooper’s A more beautiful city: Robert Hooke and
the rebuilding of London after the Great Fire of 1666 (2003)
includes an introductory biography (Part 1) and other
biographical features. Its main intended duty, however, is to demonstrate the important role the energetic Hooke played as an architect and surveyor during
the rebuilding of the areas of London ravaged by the
Great Fire of 1666. In this case, Hooke’s efforts have
been beclouded by the attention given to Christopher
Wren (not that this attention in and of itself is undeserved). Competent in its technical detail (Cooper is a
retired professor of engineering surveying), this text
is nonetheless accessible and helpfully illustrated with
maps of the areas of London rebuilt after 1666.
Of the three academic conferences devoted to Hooke,
the first was convened in April 2002 at London’s
Gresham College, where Hooke had been Professor
of Geometry. Four scholars of Hooke presented papers at this conference, with Michael Cooper providing an overview of Hooke’s career; Jim Bennett a study
of Hooke as an instrument maker; Michael Hunter a
treatment of Hooke as a natural philosopher; and Lisa
Jardine an analysis of Hooke’s personality, including
a discussion of the contents of his diary and his perennial real and imagined health problems. The April
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2002 conference date allowed the lectures to be published as a book in the tercentenary year as Bennett,
Cooper, Hunter and Jardine, London’s Leonardo: the
life and works of Robert Hooke. The title cleverly adds
an alliterative link to an implied association with Da
Vinci. The import is clear: England, and more specifically London, had its own Renaissance man worthy of
comparison with the great Italian artist and engineer.
As the authors acknowledge, this association with the
Italian Leonardo was first proposed in a 1987 paper by
Edmund Hambly, who had called Hooke “the City’s
Leonardo”. Further variations of this association are
seen the title of Richard Nichols’ The diaries of Robert Hooke: the Leonardo of London, 1635-1703 (1994), in
Chapman’s England’s Leonardo, mentioned above, and in
the politically-broader expression “Britain’s Leonardo”
used recently in the popular press (The Daily Telegraph,
8 October 2007; The Times, 8 October 2007). The flagstone near the London Monument commemorating
Hooke bears the inscription “England’s Leonardo,”
adding a permanent civic statement to those made in
print. While the comparison with Leonardo may serve
to obscure important differences, there can now be no
doubt that Hooke deserves his new-found status as a
late—and English—Renaissance polymath.
The tercentenary year saw the holding of the second
and third conferences celebrating Hooke’s life and career. The Hooke 2003 conference took place in July
at the Royal Society of London and the proceedings
were published in 2006 as the aforementioned Robert
Hooke: tercentennial studies, edited by Michael Cooper
and Michael Hunter. The volume is laid out in five
parts containing a total of sixteen essays: 1) celestial
mechanics and astronomy; 2) instruments for natural
philosophy; 3) speculative philosophy; 4) architecture
and construction; and 5) life and reputation. In Part 1
Michael Nauenberg argues that Hooke made played
a lasting role in the development of orbital dynamics; Ofer Gal writes about the conceptual feedback
between Newton and Hooke on mathematically determining the shape of planetary motion; and Hideto
Nakajima details Hooke’s astronomical activities and
how they relate to instrumentation. In Part 2 Jim Bennett contributes an overview and analysis of Hooke’s
use of instruments; Allan Mills, John Hennessy and
Stephen Watson combine forces to provide a techni-

cal account of Hooke’s design for a driven equatorial
mounting (an instrument for tracking stellar movement); while S. H. Joseph assesses the fruitful interaction between technical innovations and theoretical
ideas in Hooke’s career as a natural philosopher. In Part
3 Douwe Draaisma discusses Hooke’s physicalist physiology of memory (a sui generis in his output); Nick
Wilding explores other aspects of Hooke’s mechanistic understanding of memory and instrumental analogies thereof; and Ellen Tan Drake examines Hooke’s
theories about earth history and proposes that Hooke
is “the first evolutionist” (p. 149). In Part 4 Jacques
Heyman describes Hooke’s role as architect of the rebuilt Bethlehem Hospital (also known as Bethlem or
Bedlam); Alison Stoesser discusses similar role in the
design and construction of Montagu House (begun in
1674, the same year as Bethlem); and Hentie Louw’s
chapter provides a comparison of the architectural
work of Hooke, Wren and Claude Perrault. In Part 5
Mordechai Feingold contributes to Hooke’s rehabilitation by portraying Hooke as a “gentleman of science”
(pace Steven Shapin); Edward Smith provides an account of Hooke’s training at Westminster School and
his profitable association with its headmaster Richard
Busby; Robert Purrington tracks Hooke’s twilight years
after the publication of Newton’s Principia in 1687;
while Lisa Jardine’s paper fittingly brings the volume
to a conclusion with reflections on Hooke’s restored
reputation. Even with sixteen essays it is not possible
to cover every aspect of Hooke’s wide-ranging career,
but this volume contains an admirable breadth of topics and it certainly merits Jardine’s concluding statement that with these papers “a further important step
has been taken in restoring Hooke’s reputation” (p.
258). One of the most useful features of this publication is the forty-page bibliography, which includes all
the items listed in Robert Hooke: new studies (1989) and
everything of significance published since.
In October the Robert Hooke Commemoration took
place in Oxford under the auspices of Christ Church
College, where Hooke had studied as an undergraduate.
This conference resulted in the publication in 2005 of
Robert Hooke and the English Renaissance, edited by Paul
Kent and Allan Chapman. Nine essays are included
in this volume, dealing with various aspects of his life
and career, including a reprint of Edmund Hambly’s
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1987 paper; an overview of Hooke’s career by Allan
Chapman; an account of Hooke’s training at Oxford
by Paul Kent; a paper on Hooke’s role in the Royal
Society by John Enderby; a study of Hooke’s understanding of the earth in space by Ellen Tan Drake; an
essay on Hooke’s telescopic observations of the solar
system by Chapman; an assessment of the influence of
Hooke’s Micrographia by Gerard L’E. Turner; a paper
on Hooke’s work on springs and other achievements
in mechanics by Allan Mills; and an appreciation of
Hooke’s significant civic contributions in London and
elsewhere by Michael Cooper. This volume suffers
somewhat from less than crisp production quality—
particularly in its poorly-reproduced illustrations—but
nevertheless is a worthy contribution to the productions of the Hooke tercentenary.
It takes an enormous amount of effort to overcome
the powerful inertia of regularly-repeated prejudices
and ingrained historiographical blind-spots, but that is
precisely what has been devoted recently to the rehabilitation of Robert Hooke, the experimental philosopher from the Isle of Wight. With such a good start,
there is every hope that the momentum created by the
tercentenary will be sustained in the long term. But the
attention focussed on Hooke over the past half decade or so has done more than raise his profile in the
history of science and among the public. The different
perspectives of the individual authors of the works
outlined above lead through the triangulation of their
accounts to a fuller, richer picture of Hooke’s career
and Hooke as a person. The value of the tercentenary
publishing efforts is seen not just in new interpretations and reinterpretations of old data, but in the new
research and generation of new information about the
man.
One overarching theme that comes out of the new
studies is Hooke’s intense industry and energy. It is
hard to imagine how one man could have achieved so
much in a single lifetime. To slip into a modern mode
of speech, Hooke was a fervent workaholic whose
determination and busy way of life likely negatively
affected his health. Hooke’s life demonstrates that it
is not only those alive today who suffer the effects
of stress and overwork. All of this was combined
by his driven, “type-A” personality. Not only was he

constantly striving to meet the demands of his various employers, but he was independently involved in
a multitude of his own projects. A postscript Hooke
added to a 5 September 1667 letter to Boyle aptly epitomises his busy life and ambitious goals: “Many other
things I long to be at, but I do extremely want time”
(London’s Leonardo, p.16). Despite his despair, Hooke
was at many things. He was an author, instrumentmaker, inventor, engineer, horologist, microscopist,
surveyor, architect, draughtsman, natural philosopher,
astronomer, earth theorist, professor of geometry, curator of experiments, language theorist and more. But
of course this was a time when it was still possible to
be a Renaissance man.
One of the most significant of Hooke’s complexities
is the interplay between deprecation and self-deprecation. For while much of the deprecation he experienced came from others, some of it was self-imposed.
After all, he did write the following words in the preface to his Micrographia: “... and all my ambition is, that
I may serve to the great Philosophers of this Age, as
the makers and grinders of my Glasses did to me;
that I may prepare and furnish them with some Materials, which they may afterwards order and manage
with better Skills, and to far greater advantage” (Robert
Hooke: tercentennial studies, p. 34). While one has to allow for the presence of false humility as a rhetorical
tool in this statement, the language of service does
resonate with roles he really did play in his relationship
with Boyle, the Royal Society and others. Although we
now have a more balanced picture of a man who was
much, much more than a servant for others, his status
as someone who was sometimes an “under-labourer”
(to use a Lockean term) survives in the recent scholarly analysis. This reality for Hooke must have rankled
and hurt him deeply, but it likely also explains his tremendous drive.
Another theme that emerges from the recent work
is that of heroes and villains or saints and demons.
In the past few decades the failings of some of the
polished heros of the Scientific Revolution such as
Newton have been brought out just as the positive
contributions of formerly maligned natural philosophers such as Hooke are now more strongly emphasised. If the villainous side of the “heroes” is brought
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to light, then surely it is just that the “heroic” side of
those associated with villainy be recovered (as in the
perennial comparisons between the “saintly” Newton and the“morally questionable” Hooke). In making these important corrections in the historiography
it is important that the pendulum does not swing too
far in the other direction. Shifting the demonisation
from Hooke to Newton would be just as unhelpful
as was the demonisation of Hooke in the first place.
Instead, the demons should be exercised completely.
Nor should sainthood be transferred from Newton to
Hooke. It should not be conferred on fallible mortals to begin with—even in a metaphorical sense. The
shock of some British Victorians at the revelations
in their own day that Newton was not the saint they
thought he was came in part because he did not measure up to the hagiographies produced of him in the
eighteenth century.
Although one does sense a degree of sanitising at times
in the various tercentenary publications, it is nevertheless the case that Hooke has generally been described
warts and all even while a sympathetic tone has been
maintained overall. He has not been let off the hook.
Like Newton, Boyle and other contemporary natural
philosophers, Hooke still retains his foibles, including
in his case his sometimes irascible nature and bitterness. But we now have a better understanding of why
Hooke acted in the ways he did as well as a richer appreciation of the complex person he was. And surely
one of the most important outcomes of the new research on Hooke is that he was a sui generis in his
age. In fact, there really is no good reason why Hooke
should be compared to Newton, Boyle or Wren. We
may as well say that Newton, Boyle or Wren cannot be
compared to Hooke—and surely they cannot.
Although most of the authors referred to above have
handled the historical evidence professionally and
have been sensitive to the peculiarities of the specific
context of the seventeenth-century, hints of teleology
can be still found (as in the argument that Hooke was
some kind of a proto-evolutionist). While it is understandable that in the context of a tercentenary those
contributing to commemorative volumes and new biographies will approach their subject matter with passion, it is important that this enthusiasm be kept in

check to avoid teleology and attempts to frame Hooke
as a proto-typical “scientist”, constructions that tend
to obscure rather than illuminate the complex person
Hooke really was. A related example is Ellen Drake’s
contention in her contribution to Robert Hooke: tercentennial studies that “ingrained prejudices of the received
opinion, representing the prevailing thought, delayed
the emergence of a revolutionary scientific idea – that
of Biologic Evolution.” Drake has done a great service
in drawing attention to Hooke’s speculations about the
history of life, however the insinuation that a theory
of evolution was waiting to emerge in the seventeenth
century but for the supposedly stifling effects of such
forces as religion rather overstates the case and obscures the very real need for a series of complex developments to occur in geology and the life sciences
prior to the time of Darwin—not to mention the fact
that recent historiography has shown that religion was
more often than not a positive influence on the rise of
science in the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, the
contextual elements of the collected volumes are impressive and for the most part the pitfalls of rational
reconstruction are avoided. Hooke as a person stands
outin these works as very much a seventeenth-century
creature.
The historical example of Hooke should give historians of science pause to consider what goes in to
developing a particular kind of reputation in science.
Often, as with Hooke, it has more to do with social
dynamics, intrigue, luck and the like than it has to do
with ability (which clearly was great). In the recent rebranding of Hooke these factors have been exposed
and accounted for, with Hooke’s very real abilities and
accomplishments shining through in a very convincing way. It has taken three hundred years, but Hooke
has emerged from the tercentenary in a clearer way as
an independent thinker rather than a mere mechanic
or subservient assistant to “greater” men. Historians
of science and others ought to be grateful for the efforts exerted in Hooke’s rehabilitation—efforts that
will help ensure that Hooke will be remembered for a
lot more than his engraving of the flea, his use of the
word “cell” and his law of springs. And there is hope
that this will hold true for the succeeding generations
as well. After all, there is now a children’s book on the
market. Of the Attraction of the Sun
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Of the Attraction Of the Sun
When all those Atomes which in Rays do spread,
Are ranged long like to a slender thread,
They do not scatter’d fly but joyn in length,
And being joyn’d, though small, add to their strength;
The further forth they stream, the more they waste
Their strength, though to the Sun they’re tied fast:
For all those Rays, which Motion down doth send,
Sharp Atomes are, which from the Sun descend;
And as they flow in several Streams and Rays,
They stick their Points in all that stop their ways:
Like Needle points, whereon doth something Stick,
No way they make, having no force to prick,
And being stopt, they straight ways back do run,
Drawing those Bodies with them to the Sun.
—Margaret Cavendish (1623–73)
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